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Bloomberg
It provides international financial, economic, stock market and company data. It includes coverage of equities, stock market and bond indices, economic statistics, foreign exchange rates, interest rates, fixed income instruments and derivatives. Current global business and financial news are also included. Access is only available in the Library. Please consult Library staff at the Information Desk on Level 2 for bookings. Tel: 98507518 or 1800 300 753

BoardRoom
BoardRoom is a searchable database of directors and senior executives of Australian Stock Exchange listed companies. It also provides ASX company information which includes: company address; telephone, facsimile, and web site address; industry; business description; sales; number of employees; auditors; legal advisors; bankers. A remuneration breakdown for directors and senior executives (as disclosed in company annual reports) is also provided. Other details relating to company directors include: committee responsibilities; age; cross-directorship responsibilities; gender; movements. Information is sourced from company annual reports, ASX company announcements, and directly from the companies. The information can be used to construct lists of companies or people (directors or executives) based on a range of parameters. Lists can be downloaded in spreadsheet format.

Business Source Premier
It includes major company profiles worldwide.

Company 360
Succeeding Business who's who of Australia, Company 360 provides business information and analysis on Australia's leading 50,000 private and public companies. It includes 6,500 company profiles of the largest companies, board & executive biographies, company overviews, and latest news insight from leading Australian business journalists.

DatAnalysis Premium
Financial Analysis provides a 12-year history of detailed financial information for all companies listed on ASX (Australian Securities Exchange). Key contents are: market data (beta, market capitalisation, P/E ratio), price charts, Profit & Loss, balance sheet, cash flow data, 5 year share price history, sector analysis, company profiles, ASX listed/de-listed companies and all ASX- lodged announcements, company prospectuses and annual reports from 1995 onwards.

DataStream advance v.5.1
It provides international financial, economic, stock market and company data. It includes coverage of equities, stock market and bond indices, economic statistics, foreign exchange rates, interest rates, fixed income instruments and derivatives. Key data types include beta, price earnings ratios, share prices, debt to equity, market capitalisation and dividend yield. Access is only available in the Library. Please consult Library staff at the Information Desk on Level 2 for bookings. Tel: 9850 7518 or 1800 300 753
**Factiva**
Factiva provides full-text access to news items from almost 8000 international sources and 9000 key Web sites, including more than 100 Australasian sources. Articles from newspapers (including the Australian Financial Review, the Sydney Morning Herald, the Age and the Australian), news wires, press releases, company announcements and journals and daily prices from Reuters and Knight Ridder are included. Information on companies and industries and stock market details is also provided. Date of coverage is variable according to the source. Key Australian magazines including BRW and Financial Review Smart Investor are available.

**Mergent Online International set (excluding USA)**
Mergent Online is a suite of information resources that enables in-depth business and financial research in the following areas: international company data, international company archives, international annual reports, international HSD equity pricing, unadjusted equity pricing, standardized financials, and institutional holdings. This subscription does not include the USA set of data. Users may customize viewing and output options, export company reports and financials into software applications such as Microsoft Word or Excel or Adobe Acrobat Reader, execute cross-border searches using a variety of financial and text variables, and compare multiple companies’ reports.

**OneSource**
OneSource provides access to in-depth business information on the industries, companies (both public and private), executives and corporate family structures operating in the global market. This database delivers accurate and up-to-date information on thousands of companies in Asia and the Pacific Rim, including Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam, as well as on leading global companies. OneSource allows users to: search companies, executives, industries, news and reports using multiple variables, including industry code, description, and location; screen and download financials on public companies; track key developments in fields of interest; access biographical data on key executives; access director and shareholder reports; and obtain up-to-date industry news and reports.

**Economic and Energy data**

**ABS (Australian Bureau of Statistics)**
ABS provides economic time series and social conditions for Australia. The Australian Bureau of Statistics also conducts industry research focusing on service industries.

**Business Monitor Online**
This database provides access to daily macroeconomic, financial and company news and analysis on emerging and key global markets. It includes BMI reports (country updates and forecasts and industry surveys), data & forecasts (select & export, risk rating, market consensus) and alerts & analysis (fixed income, equities, currencies, politics, economics, company & industry).

**IEA databases**
Available from the OECD iLibrary platform, the IEA databases contain the statistical information collected by the International Energy Agency of the OECD.
International Financial Statistics (IFS)
This database provides current and historical financial and economic data of the International Monetary Fund member countries. Data are available in three different frequencies e.g. monthly, quarterly and yearly.

OECD iLibrary
This site comprises country reports & tables, outlooks & annuals, journals & newsletters, book series, legal & reference materials, and statistical databases issued by OECD. Many topics are covered including agriculture & food; education & skills; emerging economies; employment; energy; enterprise, industry & trade; environment & sustainable development; finance & investment; insurance & pensions; general economics & future studies; governance; international development; national accounts & historical statistics; nuclear energy; science & information technology; social issues; migration; health; statistics sources & methods; taxation; territorial economy; transition economics; transport.

Penn World Tables
PWT 7.1 provides purchasing power parity and national income accounts converted to international prices for 189 countries for some or all of the years 1950-2010

World databank
The World Bank has made its data sources freely available from the following site:
They are WDI (World Development Indicators), Global Development Finance (GDF) and Global Economic Monitor (GEM). Data can be customised into Excel spreadsheets. Another access point for the World Bank publications is: http://datacatalog.worldbank.org/

Industry data and reports

ABS statistics
Provides economic time series and social conditions for Australia. The Australian Bureau of Statistics also conducts industry research focusing on service industries.

Business monitor online
This database provides access to daily macroeconomic, financial and company news and analysis on emerging and key global markets. It includes BMI reports (country updates and forecasts and industry surveys), data & forecasts (select & export, risk rating, market consensus) and alerts & analysis (fixed income, equities, currencies, politics, economics, company & industry).

Business Source Premier
It includes company and industry profiles worldwide.

IBISWorld
IBISWorld's Industry Market Research covers over 500 industry reports, offering the latest content on every Australian industry. Each report consists of 30 to 40 pages of key statistics and analysis on market characteristics, operating conditions, current and historical performance, major industry participants and more. IBISWorld’s Industry Risk Rating covers over 500 industry risk rating reports, measuring how much risk an Australian industry will face. Macquarie user’s
have access to the following IBISWorld modules: Australia Industry Reports, Australia Industry Risk Rating Reports and China Industry Reports

**OECD iLibrary**
This site comprises country reports & tables, outlooks & annuals, journals & newsletters, book series, legal & reference materials, and statistical databases issued by OECD. Many topics are covered including agriculture & food; education & skills; emerging economies; employment; energy; enterprise, industry & trade; environment & sustainable development; finance & investment; insurance & pensions; general economics & future studies; governance; international development; national accounts & historical statistics; nuclear energy; science & information technology; social issues; migration; health; statistics sources & methods; taxation; territorial economy; transition economics; transport.

**Passport (formerly Global Market Information Database)**
Passport contains national, regional and global market data, statistics and strategic research. It offers an annually updated picture of global business intelligence and strategic market analysis including consumer, product and marketing trends, manufacturer and brand competition, retail distribution patterns and market forecasts.

---

**Journal articles for various topics**

**Business Source Premier on EBSCOhost**

**EconLit**
EconLit indexes and abstracts more than 550 international economic journals. Main subjects covered are economics, accounting and finance.

**Emerald Management 200**
It is a searchable database which provides access to the full text of articles from journals, mainly in the subject area of management, published by Emerald.

**JSTOR**
JSTOR is an electronic archive of full text scholarly journals. It is does not include the issues for the most recent years of a journal title, but issues are progressively archived to JSTOR. Subject areas include: business, ecology and botany, general science, language and literature, mathematics and statistics, and music.
**Periodicals Archive Online**
PAO full text is a searchable online periodical archive that makes the back-files of periodicals in 37 subject areas of the humanities and social sciences available electronically.

**Sage journals online**
It is an online service providing searchable full-text access to subscribed journals published by Sage. Coverage varies according to source.

**Scopus**
It is a multidisciplinary abstract and citation database. Over 15,000 peer-reviewed journals in the scientific, technical, medical and social science fields, from more than 4,000 international publishers are covered. Also indexed are open access journals, conference proceedings, book series and trade publications, as well as patent records from 5 patent offices. References go back to 1996, while abstracts go back further. Linking to full-text articles is available.

**ScienceDirect**
A database that contains the full text of Elsevier books, journals and reference works and also includes citations and abstracts of other journals. Subject coverage emphasises the life, medical, technical, and physical sciences, but there is also coverage of the arts, business, management, social sciences and psychology.

**Wiley Online Library**
A searchable database providing access to books and journals published by Wiley-Blackwell. Subscribed material is available in full text. Searching across multiple publications and browsing within specific publications is possible. Subject areas which can be browsed include: business, chemistry, computer science, earth and environmental science, education, engineering, law, life sciences, mathematics and statistics, medicine and healthcare, physics and astronomy, polymers and materials science, psychology and, social sciences.

---

**Marketing data sources**

**Passport** (formerly Global Market Information Database)
The Global Market Information Database contains national, regional and global market data, statistics and strategic research. It offers an annually updated picture of global business intelligence and strategic market analysis including consumer, product and marketing trends, manufacturer and brand competition, retail distribution patterns and market forecasts.

**WARC** (World Advertising Research Centre)
WARC is a searchable database providing access to advertising and marketing information from various sources. The searchable sources include organisations of various countries, monographs, conference papers, abstracts (including 'Market research abstracts') and the full-text of various journals, including the International journal of market research, the Journal of advertising research, the International journal of advertising, Admap, the Journal of advertising history and Market leader.
Newspapers

**Factiva**
Factiva provides full-text access to news items from almost 8000 international sources and 9000 key Web sites, including more than 100 Australasian sources. Articles from newspapers (including the Australian Financial Review, the Sydney Morning Herald, the Age and the Australian), news wires, press releases, company announcements and journals and daily prices from Reuters and Knight Ridder are included. Information on companies and industries and stock market details is also provided. Date of coverage is variable according to the source. Key Australian magazines including BRW and Financial Review Smart Investor are available. Factiva title list is available at: [http://www.proquest.com/documents/Title_List - Factiva.html](http://www.proquest.com/documents/Title_List - Factiva.html)

**ProQuest ANZ Newsstand**
This database contains a selection of full text newspapers (including the Sydney morning herald, the Age, and the Australian) and newswires from Australia and New Zealand covering regional and international topics.

Electronic books

**Electronic Books Service**
Enables access to e-books from several different vendors through MultiSearch. See the e-book guide for more information about how to access them [http://libguides.mq.edu.au/eBooks](http://libguides.mq.edu.au/eBooks).

**eBook collection (EBSCOHOST)**
A searchable collection of over 1850 subscribed and more than 3000 free electronic books, covering various subject areas in management, marketing, accounting, finance, economics, science and technology.

**MyiLibrary**
It is a searchable database of electronic books on various subjects. Full text is available for the approximately 5000 subscribed titles from the publishers Cambridge University Press and Elsevier Science & Technology.

**Project Gutenberg**
Provides free electronic books [http://www.gutenberg.org/](http://www.gutenberg.org/)

**Safari tech books online** - Safari is a searchable library of online books particularly in the areas of information technology, computer science, desktop applications and business.
Online reference

Blackwell Reference Online
is a searchable online full-text library consisting of over 300 reference volumes, including the Blackwell companions and handbooks, the Blackwell encyclopaedia of management and the Companion to syntax.

Credo reference
Credo reference is an online reference library that provides access to over 160 reference books. Included are encyclopaedias, dictionaries, thesauri and books of quotations, plus a range of subject-specific titles. A network of cross-references links related information across different books contained anywhere within the library.

Humanities & social sciences collection
The Humanities & social sciences collection on the Informit platform covers agriculture, arts, Asian studies, business, cultural studies, education, history, indigenous studies, law, media, political science, reference, social sciences, science and technology. Content sources include peer reviewed journals, monographs and books, conference proceedings, research papers and reference materials sourced and indexed by RMIT Publishing.

Sage e-Reference
It is searchable database of reference books, published by Sage, covering particularly the social sciences, psychology and education.

Where to find more help

Ask a Librarian Online
http://www.libanswers.mq.edu.au/
This service offers access to Reference Librarians and their expertise either by email, telephone, or chat. Staff and Students can get help with information searching or with specific reference questions.

Research consultations:

Phanh Oudomlith,
Discipline Group Leader for the Faculty of Business & Economics and MGSM
E-mail: phanh.oudomlith@mq.edu.au
Phone: +61 2 9850 7893

Sean Bullock
Research Librarian for the Faculty of Business & Economics and MGSM
E-mail: sean.bullock@mq.edu.au
Phone: +61 2 9850 7268

Jo Hardy
Research Librarian for the Faculty of Business & Economics and MGSM
E-mail: jo.hardy@mq.edu.au
Phone: +61 2 9850 7535